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Greetings!

Make sure you receive our emails. Please add
bryan@zoomvacations.com to your address book.
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Zoom Caribbean Photos
Island hopping through the
Caribbean on a mega-
yacht, while enjoying
gourmet meals, water
sports, and camaraderie has
got to be the best way to
experience this part of the
world!

A few comments about
this trip from some of our Zoom yachters!

Thanks for a great, great trip! It was just what I needed.
~Steve, NYC

Just to say thanks for a wonderful trip and seeing the two of
you. Had a wonderful time as usual. You two guys know how
to make girl feel wonderful. Met some really interesting
people on the trip and hope to keep in touch. ~Thomas,
San Antonio

Just wanna thank you guys for a fierce and super fun week.
I'm already looking forward to the next one. ~Mike, NYC

Check out our photos from the trip!

Featured Travel Gadget: The Army Strong - Canon
Powershot D10
Only a few more months till summer! We can already hear
the call of the gulls, the crashing of the waves, all the sweet

Featured
Traveler, Ken
from Boston

Ken Joined us in Rio for
Carnaval and then onto
Iguacu Falls. He had to
head back to Boston and
so he couldn't join us in
Buenos Aires. Everyone
in our group in BA
mentioned that they
wish Ken could have
been with us. He's one
of those people in life
who adds joy and
laughter to every
situation. He's been on
many Zoom Vacations,
and we can't think of
day when he wasn't
smiling. He's happy, but
busy, and we finally
scored an interview.

Zoom: What do you like
about travel (or why do
you travel)?

Ken: I love traveling
because it helps me gain
a lot of knowledge that I
can't learn from a book.
It also teaches me how
other cultures work.
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sounds of the Beach in the summer.
Northern hemisphere Gay Pride
celebrations are in full swing of their
preparations. Time to start
considering the best way to record
these memories and to that point
we bring you Canon's latest-the
Powershot D10. From the looks of
it, this guy is ready for action.

The handsomely rugged, waterproof and shock resistant
exterior protects a 12.1 MP sensor, 3x zoom, DIGIC 4
processor, image stabilization, and a 2.5- inch PureColor
LCD II on the inside. Availability is set for April, and price
rumors have it set at anywhere between $325-$400.

Read more at gaygadget.com

Zoom Puerto Rico Photos
Puerto Rico is so much more than
just sun, surf, and sand. While we
got our fill of beach time, and
enjoyed stunning beach-front ocean
views from our hotel rooms, we also
dined on exquisite Caribbean fusion
cuisine, explored Puerto Rico's
tropical rainforest, toured stunning
Old San Juan, and danced the night
away in San Juan's best gay
venues.

A few comments about this trip from some of our
wonderful travelers!

I just wanted to say THANK YOU for a fabulous time. You
guys are wonderful. The group as usual was great and
friendly. I don't think I could travel without you. You've
spoiled me. ~Peter, Philadelphia

Thank you so much for a perfect weekend. I thoroughly
enjoyed the sun, surf and company. ~James, NYC

View the photos

Portland, Oregon's Jupiter Hotel Joins Club Zoom,
Offering a 15% Discount for Club Zoom Members
Located in the section of Portland
known for its evolving creative and
artistic community, the Jupiter Hotel
offers travelers a diversion from the
ordinary. This boutique hotel,
adjacent to the Doug Fir Restaurant
and Lounge, plays to the
adventurous traveler who craves a
connection to the community, a
sense of play, and a good value.

The Jupiter offers Internet access in

Traveling is regarded as
one of the preferred
options by most people
to stimulate their tiring
souls. Exploring
unknown places can be
very exciting as it helps
people undertake
adventurous tasks to
overcome the hurdles of
daily life.

Zoom: How does
traveling affect or relate
to your career?

Ken: Traveling really
improves my work,
because it helps me
learn more about others
from different cultures.
He helps me
communicate in a
different level, making
me a better the person.

Zoom: How does
traveling inspire you?

Ken: When traveling, I
always try the local
foods, and I end up
inspired. For example,
when I was in Peru, I
tried eating guinea pig
which is a native dish.
My ultimate goal is to
make it something that
ties regional flavors into
something that is
uniquely my style.

Zoom: Why did you take
the trip with Zoom
Vacations?

Ken: I have chosen
Zoom Vacations because
they really put a lot of
thought and time into
organizing a tour that is
not just about getting on
and off a bus for pictures
stop, but Zoom lets us
experience different
cultures on a different
level. Also, things are
really well organized so
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all public areas and guestrooms, an open courtyard with a
fire pit, chalkboard doors on each guestroom, stylish décor,
and easy access to downtown Portland. The neighboring
Doug Fir Lounge is Portland's premier concert venue luring
regional and national bands and DJ's to its underground
ballroom.

Club Zoom members (that's you) receive 15% off Jupiter's
best available rate!

Book your stay at the Jupiter

Featured Travel Product, The Kama Sutra Weekender
Kit

The Kama Sutra Weekender
Kit is the perfect way for
couples to enjoy a sensual
weekend or getaway. These
little treasures are
compactly packaged for
pocket, purse, or overnight
bag, and make the perfect
accompaniment for a quick
erotic retreat.

Each kit includes travel sizes of: The Original Oil of Love,
Spearmint Stimulating Pleasure Balm, Sweet Honeysuckle
Honey Dust, Sweet Almond Massage Oil, and Love Liquid
Sensual Lubricant.

Shop for it at Otter

Zooming with Joel
You ask the question, he'll
provide the answer!

Our Chief Travel Officer, Joel
Cabrera, gets a number of travel-
related questions every week. Email
your travel question to Joel, and
your question may be featured in
the newsletter. Joel answers those
travel questions that have kept you
in a quandary for far too long.

Question:

Miles from Chicago writes, "I always over-pack, and I hate
to check bags. What techniques do you use so that you
don't over-pack, and can keep everything in a carry-on."

Answer:

Dear Miles,

This is actually a tough one, and it depends on where you
are going, for how long, and if your trip requires you to
dress up.

it is hassle-free joining a
Zoom Vacation.

Zoom: What did you like
about the trip with Zoom
Vacations? Will you be
taking another trip with
Zoom?

Ken: I like Zoom
Vacations because the
people are really friendly
and helpful, always go
an extra mile to make
your vacation more
enjoyable. Also Zoom
Vacations always
chooses the best resorts
and exotic places which
are a bit different from
other tour companies. I
will always choose Zoom
before considering
another tour company. I
am thinking about either
the Mediterranean cruise
or India for my next trip.

Zoom: What do you like
about traveling as part
of a gay group?

Ken: I like it a lot
because we share our
similarities and
differences. Also,
everyone cares about
each other and we learn
many things from one
another. Many will stay
friends forever.

Zoom: Rio was your
most recent trip with us.
How was Carnaval in Rio
different than you
thought it would be?

Ken: I find it was really
exciting with the music,
dancing, costumes and
people who come from
all over the world. The
whole experience was
really wonderful, fast ,
organized and energetic.
I have been to Mardi
Gras in the States but
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Bring clothes that you can dress up or down, such as short-
sleeved collared shirts and in general, dark colors. People
often pack too many pairs of shoes, and they take up a lot
of space. If you are trying to fit everything into a carry-on,
you can't pack more than a pair of athletic shoes and a pair
of dress shoes.

A great investment is to buy pants that zip above the knee
and can become shorts. This way, you're packing pants and
shorts at the same time.

Avoid bulky sweaters and sweatshirts. Rather, bring a few
things that you can layer. This way you can incorporate
different looks.

Lastly, even though you shouldn't over pack, I am a big fan
of packing lots of fresh underwear and socks, and these
items do not take up that much space. Stuff your socks in
your shoes to help your shoes retain their shape.

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club
Zoom, here's the scoop.
You will receive
discounts and special
offers on many of your
favorite hotels, retail
outlets, and services
around the country! And
the best part is, it's free!
It is simply our way of saying, "thank you" for being a part
of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to
redeem these offers.

RETAILERS

Allen Brothers (fine steaks)
Universal Gear (men's fashions)
David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!
NYC Restaurant: Paris Commune
Brazil Chic (men's fashions)
Otterfashion.com

HOTELS

Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel
Dallas: The Melrose
LA: The Grafton on Sunset
Mendocino: Stevenswood Spa Resort
NYC: The Tribeca Grand Hotel
NYC: The SoHo Grand Hotel
NYC: The Flatotel
Portland, OR: The Jupiter Hotel
San Francisco: The Hotel Monaco and the Serrano
South Beach: The Raleigh

Carnaval is so well
organized with a lot of
vibrant costumes and
beautiful floats. Also the
Magic Ball at the
Copacabana Palace Hotel
was a thing that will be
unforgettable. It was like
stepping into a fairytale.

Read about our
upcoming trip to India in
October, where you'll
have the chance to meet
Ken in person

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our press
archive

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click
here to see how we can
help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Watch our Zoom Video
(may take a minute to
come up)

A proud member of

Join our mailing list!
Join
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Get the Codes

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.772.ZOOM (9666)
web: http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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